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CEE was formed to bring 

new super efficient products 

and services to the market 

through strategic market 

based initiatives.  

28 years in, time and 

location of efficiency has 

greatly enhanced opportunity 

for unprecedented financial, 

customer and system benefit  
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CEE’s Managing Principles 

Extend the regulatory 

compact

Are voluntary 

Analytically based

Rely on organizations with 

standing

Reward those who compete

Are vetted with stakeholders

Are technology and fuel 

neutral 

Address multiple measures, fuel 

types, and customer classes

Create and leverage 

association, business and 

government relationships

Maintain consistency in policies 

and positions while monitoring 

for change

Inclusive of market stakeholders

Instill lasting commitment with 

industry partners 

Member Driven Initiatives:
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CEE IDSM Framework

Demonstrates what utilities value to industry partners; 
Vision for a desired future state

Supports "best practice" program design

Guidance to CEE committees (and others) on expanded 
considerations

Relevant for residential and C&I buildings; gas and electric

Provide federal government and others with a single frame, 
point of contact; Who has complementary offerings?
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Time and location of savings increasingly matter

Incorporating When Energy is Used in the HERS Index
Wednesday, February 26, 2020 - 08:30 AM-10:00 AM, Pueblo I

Customer bill savings and laboratory efficiency ratings 

still central to program objectives

Lines between “EE” and “DR” less important

Renewables and energy storage driving further change

Connectivity, automation, intelligence, IoT enabling this 

“IDSM” as Foundational Philosophy
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Customer 
Benefits

Environmental

Benefits

Grid 
Benefits

Grid balancing and 

load management

Program M&V data

Enhanced 

customer 

engagement

Ancillary 

services

New Integrated DSM program offerings

Financial 

savings from 

new EE and DR 

opportunities 

Non-energy benefits: 

remote control, 

enhanced comfort, 

health/wellness  

Air quality/

carbon

Potential Benefits of Connected
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CEE Connected Achievements Integrated 

Home 

Platform

Published 

2019!
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CEE Member Consensus Reached

Use of open, non-proprietary, communication standards to 

achieve interoperability are required…. 

Establishing multiple pathways to connect is likely necessary to 

ensure the majority of consumers realize benefits…

Maintaining a direct line of site to location of connected products at 

the “substation level” will maximize the load management benefits…

Acceptable communication pathways must secure customer data 

and adequately protect privacy…

Products are “controllable” and responsive to price signals…

Connected devices must be “discoverable” and disclose their ability 

for a utility signal (or equivalent) to reach the connected product 

consistently… 

Capability to share basic energy data is required

https://www.cee1.org/content/principles-connectivity
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CEE Integrated Home Platform
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CEE’s Integrated Home Platform

PRODUCTS
CAPABILITY

BENEFITS

Energy Efficient 

and Connected 

Specifications

Demand 

Response

- Direct Load Control

- Behavioral Price 

Signals or Messages

- Consumer 

Engagement

Energy 

Efficiency

+

Load 

Management

+

Behavior 

Change

Energy 

Management 

Dashboards
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CEE’s Integrated Home Scope

Services, hardware, or software 

serving to optimize overall 

energy use of a home

Fuel types delivering these objectives:
• Electric

• Natural Gas

• Other

Application levels achieving these benefits: 
• Product

• System

• Whole House
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CEE’s Integrated Home Components

Cyber Security and Privacy Concerns

Connectivity and Multiple Pathways

Assurance of Desired Amenities

Data Exchange Capabilities

Enablement of Innovation and Flexibility
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CEE’s Integrated Home as a DER

Energy efficiency

Load management, demand response

Energy storage

Integration of renewables
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Work and Examples To Date
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CEE Connected Criteria

• Optional requirements within 

existing CEE Initiatives

• Commercially available 

products may not exist in 

the market as of yet

• Guidance or outlined savings

opportunities for areas in development

• Collaborative engagement with industry 

partners and trades throughout the process

• Establishes basis for larger CEE Integrated 

Home platform and longer term vision
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CEE Connected Criteria

CEE Specification
Authorized 

Connected 

Criteria

Guidance

Recommendations

Criteria 

Currently in 

Development

Potential

Future Criteria

Clothes Washers ✓

Room Air Conditioners ✓

Heat Pump Water Heaters ✓

Clothes Dryers ✓

Connected Thermostats ✓

New Construction ✓

Central HVAC ✓

Pool Pumps ✓

Lighting ✓

Refrigerators ✓

Smart Plugs ✓

Electric Vehicles ✓

Dishwashers ✓

Televisions ✓
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CEE New Construction Initiative

Optional Connected Requirements

• Installation of products or equipment 

that have connected capabilities

• Minimum connected infrastructural 

components and elements

Laying the groundwork for a

more comprehensive Integrated

Home Initiative and program criteria
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CEE Connected Criteria Collaboration

Development of ANSI Standard 

1380 for DR variable capacity HVAC

Development of ANSI Standard 

CTA-2045A

DOE test procedures to address 

connected capabilities 

Coordination of pilots using CTA-

2045, work toward functional 

specifications for end-uses

Example: Residential HVAC

Common definitions for how 

equipment and systems connect



2020 Connected Home 
Product Competition



What is Lighting & Homes for Tomorrow?

• Builds on the 15-year success of Lighting for 
Tomorrow, a lighting design competition

• Promotes connected products that meet consumer 
expectations and utility needs

• 2020 Competition Categories include:

lightingfortomorrow.com 22

Connected 
Windows & 

Attachments

Connected 
HVAC & 

Thermostats

Connected 
Plug Load 
Controls

Connected 
Lighting

Open
Category



Competition Sponsors
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The Integrated Home of the Future

Imagine a connected, efficient home where systems such as 

lighting, appliances, heating and cooling, security, and home 

entertainment seamlessly communicate and where residents 

control their environment through a robust set of features. In 

this paradigm, the utility pinpoints ways consumers can save 

money on their energy bills, makes them feel comfortable in 

their homes, and enables more reliable energy delivery. 

This is the CEE vision for the Integrated Home.   .

lightingfortomorrow.com 24



Evaluation Criteria

• Energy & Carbon Savings

• Connected Functionalities

• Data Sharing

• Interoperability

• Reliability

• Simplicity – Ease of Set-up/Use

• Simplicity – Value Proposition

• Cybersecurity*

• Future Proofing

• Innovative Design

• Innovative Engineering

• Overall Value

• Resiliency

• Replaceability/Serviceability

Consumer Experience
Cybersecurity will only be evaluated for products 
selected as winners based on the other criteria.

lightingfortomorrow.com 25



Benefits of the Competition

• Communicate to industry partners which connected amenities are 
the most important to IDSM programs 

• Emphasize energy savings and load management capabilities 

• Work toward improving the interoperability, reliability and 
simplicity of connected products and systems in the market

• Obtain deeper insights on how connected products and systems 
are performing 

• Have award winning connected home products and systems 
available to promote to your customers 

• Support an increased rate at which desirable connected home 
products and systems are adopted

lightingfortomorrow.com 26



Timeline

Date Action

Now — March 30, 2020 Intent to Submit available online

March 31, 2020 Final Submission Form due

Late April 2020 Finalists notified for in-person judging

May 15, 2020 Product shipment deadline (Finalists ONLY)

July 2020 Winners notified

Fall 2020 Awards ceremonies/public announcement of winners

Ready to enter? http://lightingfortomorrow.com/enter-now 

Email info@lightingfortomorrow.com with any questions about the 
competition or how to submit!

lightingfortomorrow.com 27
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Questions and Discussion

Alice Rosenberg
Senior Program Manager

617-337-9287

arosenberg@cee1.org


